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Adaptability: the game changing 
mindset… Are you ready?

4th November 2020

Our latest webinar took place on 4 November, with a second 
discussion on the importance of adaptability and change. 

International attendees drove an enthusiastic discussion about 
where we are now and what we need to do to improve our 

adaptability, in both ourselves and our companies. 

This is a brief summary of the key points discussed.

In 2020, individuals and companies are having to adapt to a lot of changes, the 
biggest being the adjustments required to work under the conditions of the 

COVID-19 pandemic in order to protect people from infection. This type of response 
to change can be viewed as reacting to external forced change and adapting to 
circumstances, rather than making a permanent change. 

“We are adapting in lockdown. We have no choice. We can’t do anything about it.”

Individuals in a company also need to be able adapt to planned change, which is 
structured, sequential and predictable. People in a company can be prepared for 
planned change, by showing them what change will look like, and how it will benefit 
them.

“Organisations can 
be structured and 
hierarchical, and this 
can leave people feeling 
unable to change.”
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The skillsets of adaptability 
In the world of the life sciences industries, the quality and skillset of adaptability – defined as ‘the quality of being able to adjust to 
new conditions’ – is important in helping people to respond and deal with change. It’s about much more than simply reacting to 
an unplanned or planned change, though having an adaptable mindset can be very helpful in these circumstances. It’s about being 
proactive and disruptive; having the curiosity to detect the need for change and the courage to do it quickly. This provides building 
blocks for transformation for both companies and individuals. 

In a survey with the webinar attendees, a lot of respondents felt that their organisations were doing little or nothing to put effort 
or priority into planning or developing adaptability. Less than a fifth of the respondents felt that their organisation was highly 
effective at developing people’s adaptability at improving engagement and mental health, which was surprising considering the 
level of change that is happening under the COVID-19 pandemic. More, however, felt that their organisation made a tangible link 
between the effectiveness of developing individual’s adaptability and the ability to improve innovation and collaboration.

What needs to change
Adaptability is a form of intelligence and can be learned, but organisations need to 
pave the way by making adaptability an important issue:

• Clarify the vision

• Support and disseminate learnings across the organisation

• Encourage people 

Companies need to make changes to make this possible. Life sciences companies are 
often based on very traditional frameworks and structures, which results in people 
becoming segregated into silos. This restricts research and impedes communication. 

“Organisations can be structured and hierarchical, and this can leave people feeling unable 
to change.”

“In some organisations, people can see what they need to do but don’t feel that they can say anything. This can be especially hard if the CEO 
or board is pushing in a specific direction. Pushing against that can be hard.”

To gain the benefits from adaptability in companies, it’s important to keep the beneficial parts of the structure but break down the 
silos and ensure that people can talk across teams. Another tradition may also block adaptability – the job description. While these 
do give people security and safety, they can restrict people’s growth, and may hinder as much as they help.

“Everyone comes into a new role with a job description. When we are creating companies from scratch, we try to avoid giving people titles 
and job descriptions. This moves away from pigeonholing people and allows them to take the initiative.”

Companies also need to take the risk out of adaptability for the individuals.

“If an organisation wants people to deliver results beyond its current reach, it needs to let people reach beyond their current boundaries.”

“Company reward structures need to be designed to give people space to exercise curiosity without losing out on rewards. Are we structured 
to allow people to change? Do we give them the space they need?”

Adaptability isn’t about accepting all change, however. The question was raised: “To what extent is adaptability useful, and to what 
extent is conservatism and resilience useful?”

“Adaptability is a good thing. But not every change is good – some is change for the sake of it. Need to know what is positive, and when 
change is talking you back.”

“If an organisation 
wants people to deliver 
results beyond its 
current reach, it needs 
to let people reach 
beyond their current 
boundaries.”

Answer from the expert
“Adapting is only the visible part of change’. To clarify what these terms mean: Change is what happens in your 
environment. Adaptability is what happens in your head. It is your ability to deal with change. If you are coerced to 
adopt teleworking but can’t wait to return to ‘normal’ you have not become adaptable. You have changed what you do,  
not how you think and feel about change”

Rich Alderton, High Performance Change Specialist
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Helping people to adapt
The nine-box grid is often used in recruitment, employee development, and making decisions about promotion. Because it looks at 
factors in learning agility, it can also be used to assess how adaptable people are, and to help them to improve. Factors include:

• Self-awareness

• Mental agility

• Ability to adapt to new situations

• Agility with people

• Continuous improvement

• Ability to take on new responsibilities 

• Results  

“Two key steps to adaptability are learning to get out of your own way, by managing your resistance to change, and seeing the possibilities 
of embracing change.”

No one approach to building adaptability will fit all, for example learning the skills of adaptability may be harder for highly-
trained people, including scientists, who work in very specific roles. Because of this, it will be important to understand people’s 
motivation. 

“The more niche and expert an individual, the harder it may be to adapt. We need to be able to convince subject matter experts to keep on 
contributing, rather than withdraw when faced by change. We need to convince them that they can change how they think about change, 
and that they can be courageous and confident.”

Some people want structure within a setting. The challenge is to be able to instil adaptability in these individuals, while keeping 
them feeling safe and supported.

“We need to make sure that individuals have a mindset of adaptability, but also are in an environment that can enable it. To allow them to 
move outside their comfort zone, and be applauded and supported for it.”

Age and gender may also play a role in how people response to the concept of adaptability. 

“Women leaders do seem to be more flexible.”

Answer from the expert
“Organisationally, adaptability has to be a top down approach, because it’s a key element of progressive culture, and culture is 
influenced most heavily from the top. Adaptability is agnostic to hierarchy. Warehouse operators can be more adaptable than 
the C suite - who by definition are benefiting the most from the status quo.”

Rich Alderton, High Performance Change Specialist

Answer from the expert
“Agility vs. Adaptability. Agility is about being nimble, able to move quickly. Adaptability is about being able to move quickly 
in response to the need or opportunity for change. A footballer may be agile on and off the ball, but unable to adapt to the way 
the game is being played.

Reslience vs. Adaptability. Adaptability is being able to see even negative change as the opportunity to make a positive 
difference. So whilst resilience is defined as having the ability to bounce back from adversity (i.e. weather the storm), 
adaptability is about having the ability to bounce higher.”

Rich Alderton, High Performance Change Specialist


